ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Recognizing human activity or task from real-time video data is one of the promising and challenging applications of computer vision. Recently, this research has attracted the attention of many researchers from different disciplines including Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI), and Human-Robot-Interaction (HRI). The main objective of human task or activity recognition is to provide useful information on a user's behaviour that allows computing system or robot to proactively assist users or to make a comfortable interaction with him/her [1] . Researchers in computer vision and machine learning have investigated gestures and activity recognition from static images and video in constrained environment or stationary settings [2] [3] [4] . However, there are very limited number of works to recognize human task or activity in unconstrained daily life settings. In this research, we recognize human task or acitivity in unconstrained real-world environments, such as Internet browsing in an office environment, reading and writing in an library environment etc., using Histogram of Oriented Gradient Pattern History (HOGPH) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.
Human activity is very complex and diverse characteristics because an activity can be performed in many different ways, depending on the different context and for a multitude of reasons. Although some state-of-the-art system obtained good performance on many activity recognition tasks, however, most of the researchers so far mainly focus on recognizing "which" activity is being performed at a specific point in time. In contrast, only small number of researches investigated means to extract qualitative information from the sensor data that allows us to infer additional characteristics. It can be shown that such qualitative assessment are very difficult to perform automatically, and has so far only been demonstrated for constrained settings, such as sports [5] [6] . For general activities or tasks, activity recognition research work is still far from reaching a similar understanding. However, in this research, we proposed an activity recognition system that tries to assess the qualitative characteristics of the human activity. For this purpose, the proposed activity recognition system first extracts HOG features of activity during a certain period of time to build up an activity pattern known as the histogram of oriented gradient pattern history (HOGPH). Then the HOGPH feature vector are used to classify the human activity using support vector machine (SVM) classifier.
To develop a good human activity recognition system, we need to develop a pattern recognition system that is robust to intra-class variability. In activity, such type of intra-class variability exists because same type of activity may be executed different ways by different person. Intra-class variability can also happen if an activity is performed by the same person at different time. Thus, for activity recognition, we need a classifier that adapts this type of intra-class variability. To address this issue, the proposed system uses the multi-class SVM classifier with an increase amount of training data for different activity classes using liblinear kernel. The proposed HOGPH features are highly discriminative and person independent that also make help the system to adapt intra-class variability.
RELATED WORKS
Since there are some successful researches in activity recognition, many researchers are motivated toward more challenging and application-specific scenarios. Some real-world application are benefited from task or activity recognition such as the office scenarios, the sports and entertainment sector [7] [8], the industrial sector [9] [10], and healthcare. The activity of daily living [11] attracted a significant amount of attention of the vision researchers [12] [13] [14] . The traditional medical methods can be enhanced by analyzing the daily human activities [6] . Another important aim of human activity analysis is to provide a healthy lifestyle. Thus many researchers are encouraged to research in the related human activities, e.g. food intake [15] and medication [16] , brushing teeth or hand washing [17] , or transportation routines [18] .
Currently different companies or agencies use activity recognition as a key component in their consumer products. For instant, to fundamentally change the game experience in game consoles the NintendoWii or the Microsoft Kinect rely on the recognition of gestures or even full body movements. Although they are mainly developed for the entertainment purpose, however, these systems have used in other application areas, such as for personal fitness training and rehabilitation, and also stimulated new activity recognition research [19] . These examples highlight the importance of human activity or task recognition in both academic area and industrial section. In spite of considerable improvement in inferring activities from on-body inertial sensors and in prototyping and deploying activity recognition systems [20] , developing human activity recognition systems that meet application and user requirements remains a challenging task. In this research, we recognize human task or acitivity in unconstrained realworld environments, such as Internet browsing in an office environment, reading and writing in an library environment etc., using Histogram of Oriented Gradient Pattern History (HOGPH) and SVM classifer.
In human activity recognition system, Aggarwal et al. [21] propose state-space and template matching based techniques. Some researchers use context-based decisions making techniques to recognize human activity and action [22] [23] . In [22] , the authors propose an action recognition technique that includes entering a room, using a computer, opening a file cabinet, picking up the telephone, etc. In their system, they able to recognize actions based on prior knowledge about the layout of the room. However, the system is limited to actions like sitting and standing. Also, it is only able to recognize a picking action by knowledge of where the object is and tracking it after the person has come within a certain distance of it. Moreover, both of the above contextual based approaches require prior knowledge of the precise location of certain objects in the environment. Davis et al. use temporal plates for matching and recognition of human activity [24] . The system computes motion history images (MHI's) of the persons in the scene. Although template matching procedures have a lower computational cost, they are usually more sensitive to the variance in the duration of the movement.
PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed human activity recognition system is illustrated in Figure 1 . In our approach, we recoded the video data of human activity, such as browsing, reading, and writing, in a real-world environment. The recorded video data is divided into two sections: training activity data, and testing activity data. The proposed system is also divided into two phases: training and testing. In training stage, we extract the histogram of oriented gradient features (HOG) [25] from each video frame. The HOG feature vectors from n consecutive video frames are analyzed to generate the histogram of oriented gradient pattern history (HOGPH). The generated HOGPH feature vectors are used to train the multi-class SVM classifier model for all activities. In testing stage, for each human activity we generate the HOGPH feature vector and feed into the SVM model in recognition mode. The model classifies the human activity into an appropriate class.
EXTRACTION OF HOG FEATURE
In this research, we use the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) feature from each video frame to represent human activity. The method is originally developed by N. Dalal and B. Triggs in [25] for human detection purposes. Their method is based on evaluating well-normalized local histograms of image gradient orientations in a dense grid. The fundamental principle is that local object shape and appearance can often be represented rather well by the distribution of local intensity gradients, even without precise knowledge of the corresponding gradient or edge positions. In practical implementation, we divide the image window into small spatial regions known as cell. Then for each cell, we build up a local 1-D histogram of gradient directions over the pixels of the cell. The combined histogram entries form the gradient orientation representation. The histogram is also useful to contrast-normalize the local responses to make it invariance to illumination, and shadowing. This can be done by building up a measure of local histogram energy over somewhat larger spatial regions (block) and using the results to normalize all of the cells in the block. Here the normalized descriptor blocks are known as Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) descriptors.
CONSTRUCTION OF HOGPH FEATURE VECTOR
The human activity is determined by recognizing the pattern of task history in which the target person is involved. For instance, if the target person is involved in a "reading" task, then the pattern history such as "downward the head" indicates that his/her attention is toward the book. Such type of activity related pattern is determined by analysing HOG feature vector as follows.
Given a video sequence, we extract the histogram of orientation gradient (HOG) feature for each frame. The HOG features are combined for n consecutive frames to build a HOG feature pattern history, HOGPH according to the following equation,
ୀଵ where HF 0 and HF i are the HOG features of the first and i-th frames, respectively. The first frame captures the human appearance features involved in a task, and the rest of the HOG feature frames indicate the change of behaviour pattern in the activity during the observation history. Thus, the HOGPH feature captures the appearance of the activity and the activity related behaviour pattern history. Here, each bin in the histogram represents the number of edges that have the orientation within a given angular range. The angular range is set to 20 degrees and we use unsigned gradient. Thus, the bin size is equal to180/20 = 9. With this bin size, if we create the HOGPH feature vector for 10 consecutive video frames (i = 1,.....,9) then the HOGPH feature vector is of size 90. A multi-class support vector machine (SVM) is learned using HOGPH feature.
ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION
In our activity recognition approach learned with HOGPH features descriptors are extracted from the pattern history we analyze the subsequent HOG feature and calculate the difference of two consecutive frames. Here the act represented by orientations of an edge histogram within an object's subregion quantized into bin and each edge's contribution is weighted by its magnitude. Therefore, each bin in the histogram represents the number of edges that have orientations within a given angular range. final pattern history of human activity is represented by the HOGPH feature vector. class SVM classifier [26] is learned using for our experiments in a multi-class mode with the In the verification step, the HOGPH feature vector is extracted from activity video frames and into the multi-class SVM classifier in recognition mode. Only the hypotheses for which a positive confidence measurement is returned are kept for each confidence level is recognized as the correct probabilistic output of the SVM classifier.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted experiments to investigate the performance of the vision activity when s/he is involved in a task
Experimental Data
We implemented the proposed system and conducted experiments to verify performance. To collect experimental data, we asked 14 females) for three different tasks: browsing, readin Saitama University, Japan, with an average age of 27 years old. They did not receive any information for their activity or task average recorded lengths for each person for the 8, 9, and 9 minutes, respectively. were involved in browsing, reading and writing tasks, respectively. 
LASSIFICATION
activity recognition approach, a multi-class support vector machine (SVM) classifier is features vector. To represent the appearance of an activity descriptors are extracted from the first frame of an activity image. In order to describe the pattern history we analyze the subsequent HOG feature and calculate the difference of two activity pattern is represented by its local shape. The local shape is represented by orientations of an edge histogram within an object's subregion quantized into bin and each edge's contribution is weighted by its magnitude. Therefore, each bin in the togram represents the number of edges that have orientations within a given angular range. final pattern history of human activity is represented by the HOGPH feature vector.
is learned using HOGPH feature vector. We use the LIBSVM class mode with the liblinear and rbf exponential kernel the HOGPH feature vector is extracted from activity video frames and class SVM classifier in recognition mode. Only the hypotheses for which a positive confidence measurement is returned are kept for each activity. Activity with as the correct activity. The confidence level is measured using the probabilistic output of the SVM classifier.
ESULTS
We conducted experiments to investigate the performance of the vision-based system to activity when s/he is involved in a task.
We implemented the proposed system and conducted experiments to verify activity recognition . To collect experimental data, we asked 14-non-paid participants (11 males and 3 females) for three different tasks: browsing, reading, and writing. They were graduate students at with an average age of 27 years old. They did not receive any activity or task. All the tasks were recorded using a video camera. The or each person for the activities of browsing, reading, and writing 8, 9, and 9 minutes, respectively. Figure 2 show some snapshot of activities where the humans involved in browsing, reading and writing tasks, respectively. the HOGPH feature vector is extracted from activity video frames and fed class SVM classifier in recognition mode. Only the hypotheses for which a positive with the highest idence level is measured using the based system to human activity recognition paid participants (11 males and 3 g, and writing. They were graduate students at with an average age of 27 years old. They did not receive any . All the tasks were recorded using a video camera. The of browsing, reading, and writing were show some snapshot of activities where the humans , respectively.
Training and Testing the SVM Classifier
Each of the recorded tasks was divided into test and train sample videos. As described in Section 5, one sample features a vector consisting of ten frames of the video stream. Table 1 shows the number of training and testing sample used in the experiments and their total length for three different activities. The multi-class SVM classifier was learned using the training samples for three activities. In the recognition mode, each test sample value was tested against three tasks and the task with the highest probability was selected as the detected task. Total 8740 test samples for three activities were used to test the system. The SVM classifier was used with two different kernels: liblinear and rbf. The performance of the classifier was compared for different kernels on the proposed activity test sample dataset. 
Activity Recognition Performance
We measured the activity recognition performance on the test video data. From the test video data, we used 8740 test activity samples. First, we measured the performance of the SVM classifier with rbf exponential kernel. In this case, among 8740 test samples 6064 activity samples were correctly recognized with 69.38% accuracy. Table 2 shows the activity specific recognition performance and cross category confusion of activity recognition system using the rbf exponential kernel. Second, the performance of the proposed system was also measured using SVM classifier and liblinear kernel. Here, among 8740 test samples 8277 activity samples were correctly recognized with 94.70% recognition accuracy. Table 3 shows the activity specific recognition performance and cross category confusion of activity recognition system using the liblinear kernel. From the experimental result, it was shown that the proposed system performed significant improvement for human activity recognition task with liblinear kernel than rbf kernel. The liblinear kernel was also decreased the cross-category confusion rate. Figure 3 shows some snapshots of the recognized human activities for "browsing", "reading", and "writing", respectively. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an automatic human activity recognition system that can accurately recognize three different activities (browsing, reading, and writing) from real-life video data. The proposed system uses the HOG pattern history (HOGPH) feature vectors that represent human activity and its behavior accurately and precisely. We analyze and combine the HOG features of human activity for few consecutive video frames. The first frame represents appearance of the activity and the remaining frames indicate the change of behavior pattern during activity. The HOGPH feature vectors are used to learn and classify human activity using SVM classifier. In this research, the performance of the classifier is compared using two different kernels: rbf and liblinear. The experimental result shows that the proposed system produces higher accuracy with liblinear kernel than rbf kernel. In future, we want to extend and compare the proposed system for human activity recognition with more versatile databases.
